
 

               

                         
  

 

 

 

Letter:  YS-001-2019 

 

Date:  January 10, 2019        

 

To: Ducted Systems (Factory Direct) S1 HVAC Branch Service, Sales, Warranty Managers 

  Ducted Systems (UPG/Applied) Distribution Service, Sales, Warranty Managers 

     

Subject: Pressure Switch Fault – Blocked Condensate Drain  

 
Product: All current production 33” single stage residential condensing gas furnace models TG9S, 

TM9E, MG9S, RGF19.  Affected unit serial range W1B8 – W1C9 

 

Effective: January 10, 2019   Expires: January 10, 2020 

 

Summary: This letter provides an explanation and resolution for SINGLE STAGE 33” furnace 

models experiencing blocked condensate drain switch faults at the initial furnace 

start-up.  
 

 

As the heating season got underway this past fall we started to receive numerous calls on condensing 

furnace models faulting with a 3 RED fault code.  3 RED fault is defined as “pressure switch stuck open.”  

Generally, these instances are reported to us on new furnace start-up or furnaces that were installed during 

the off-season were not started at time of installation and are being started in heat mode for the first time.   

 

Smaller input model furnaces (40K, 60K, and 80K BTU) currently contain a -.20” w.c. blocked drain 

switch.  Larger input model furnaces (100K, 120K, and 130K) currently contain a -.40” w.c. blocked drain 

switch.  In some cases at initial start up the blocked drain switch does not close causing a pressure switch 

fault.  In most cases, this issue can be resolved by simply priming the drain pan trap that is built into the 

furnace.  To prime the furnace drain trap, disconnect the rain gutter drain hose from the rain gutter and 

pour approximately 8 ounces of water into the hose.  Plug the hose back into the rain gutter and attempt 

start-up.  See the image below to identify furnace pressure switches and rain gutter drain hose connections. 
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System vent pressure will vary based on several factors.  These factors include items such as actual length 

of vent pipe, size of vent pipe, type and number of fittings in the vent system, vent system termination, 

and input voltage to the furnace.  The more work the vent motor has to do, the lower the vent pressure 

will be.  At new start-ups, the internal drain pan trap is void of water.  This has very little effect on the 

vent pressure referenced by the vent pressure switch since it is connected directly to the vent blower.  It 

does have an effect on the pressure the blocked drain switch references.  The blocked drain pressure switch 

is connected to the condensate drain pan close to the location the condensate drain line connects to.  When 

the trap is void of water, air is drawn into the drain pan through the drain line.  Due to this air leakage into 

the condensate drain pan from the empty trap, the negative pressure referenced by the blocked drain switch 

is lower.   

 

The value listed on the pressure switch is the BREAK or OPEN point.  The switch close point is typically 

.10” w.c. higher than the breakpoint.  There is a + / -.05” w.c. tolerance on the switch.  The tolerance is 

only applied to the breakpoint.  A -.20” w.c. switch may not close until a -.35” w.c. pressure is achieved.  

For example, if the breakpoint of the -.20” w.c. switch is -.25”w.c. due to the tolerance, then the close 

point would be around -.35” w.c.  Testing of returned switches showed very few switches were actually 

defective.   

 

If priming the furnace trap does not resolve the pressure switch stuck open fault, remove the drain pan 

hose from the blocked drain switch and connect to a manometer.  Call for heat and get a pressure reading.  

Compare this reading to the value on the pressure switch factoring in the .10” w.c. close point setting as 

well as the + / - .05” w.c. tolerance and determine if the switch is faulty.  Keep in mind that field 

instruments can be out of calibration.  Repeat the above-mentioned test with the pressure switch still 

connected to the pressure switch hose, but manometer teed in line with the switch.  It is rare but there are 

instances where the diaphragm in the switch may be leaking air through not allowing the correct vacuum 

to be achieved.  When testing with the switch teed in and then also just the manometer connected directly 

to the switch pressure port connection on the drain pan, the pressure should be relatively the same.   

 

Design engineering completed their investigation into this matter and found that in late 2017 the vendor 

we used to manufacture the secondary heat exchanger turbulator’s was changed.  Turbulator’s 

manufactured by the alternate vendor were not implemented into production heat exchangers until 

February 2018.  After comparing tabulators made by the new vendor to tabulators made by the old vendor 

a slight change was noticed.  After testing, it was determined that the slight change did, in fact, cause a 

lower pressure seen at the blocked drain pressure port connection.   

 

The blocked condensate switches being used during single stage furnace production will be changed and 

in some cases have already been changed.  The 40K – 80K BTU models will utilize a -.10” w.c. switch 

and the 100K – 130K BTU models will utilize a -.20” w.c. switch.  The -.10” w.c. switch will not be 

implemented into single stage furnace production until approximately February or March 2019 due to the 

procurement of parts.  The 100K and 120K BTU single stage model furnaces were changed to the -.20” 

w.c. switch in late November 2018.  The 130K BTU model furnace will be changed to the -.20” w.c. 

switch in January 2019.   

 

If the blocked drain pressure switch port pressure is less than -.50” w.c. on the 100K – 130K BTU furnace 

models after the trap has been primed the switch may be changed to the -.20” w.c. switch by using S1-

02435812000.   

 

If the blocked drain pressure switch port pressure is less than -.30” w.c. on the 40K – 80K BTU models 

after the trap has been primed replace the switch using S1-02439706000.   

 



 

This service letter will allow one hour labor to be paid for the replacement of the blocked condensate 

pressure switch on any of the above-referenced models within the affected serial number range that have 

already been installed and experience the described issue.   

 

Distributor Inventory  

Any of the suspect unit models you currently have in your inventory that were produced in February 2018 

or later may have the pressure switch changed to the switch settings referenced above. You may elect to 

supply the replacement pressure switch with any suspect model furnace at the time of furnace purchase 

by the dealer and allow the dealer to replace the switch when the furnace is installed if it is needed.  If you 

choose to replace the blocked drain pressure switches on suspect inventory equipment, submit a 

spreadsheet indicating the model and serial numbers of the units involved to Mark Freund at 

mark.w.freund@jci.com. Make sure you provide the amount of time spent performing the rework, your 

labor cost, and any associated charges. Upon review and approval, we will issue a lump sum credit to your 

account to cover your labor charges plus credit for the pressure switches used. 

 

Due to the excessive amount of pressure switch faults which have resulted in part warranty claims, Source 

1 has a limited supply of OEM service part pressure switches.  Both the -.20” w.c. pressure switch and the 

-.10” w.c. pressure switch are in “temporary block” status.  Either switch can be ordered in any quantity, 

but the orders will only be released in small quantities of 10 to 20 pieces.  Source 1 has multiple orders in 

place from the pressure switch vendor for parts and as they are received full distributor orders will be 

fulfilled.   

 

We encourage you to have your customers keep a few blocked drain pressure switches on hand.  After 

priming the furnace trap, if the blocked drain switch will not close replace the blocked drain switch with 

the lower pressure setting.   

 

If you have any questions on this feel free to call Ducted Systems Residential Distributor Technical 

Services at 1-877-874-7378 and speak with a technical support representative. 

 

 

 
 

Casey McConnaughy 

Associate Product Technical Support Engineer 

Residential Distributor Support 

Ducted Systems Technical Services 

Johnson Controls 
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